REVOLUTIONARY FUEL WITH THE FAMILIAR FUELING EXPERIENCE
The industry’s best frame-to-finish purpose built CNG dispenser
delivers the most features and options available anywhere in the world
INDUSTRIAL GRADE
ELECTRONICS

The fueling industry’s most powerful and
efficient X19 electronics deliver the highest
reliability, fastest processing power, and draw
only 2 Amps under load

ATMOSPHERIC AMBIENT
TEMPERATURE SENSOR

Measures the outside temperature and
automatically adjusts the target fill pressure
*Patented Feature

NFC

NFC Reader for contactless payment, mobile
payment, loyalty and other near-field devices

EMV SECURE PAYMENT

PCI compliant/EMV ready integrated pay-atthe-pump hardware compatible with nearly all
POS systems and payment networks

REAL TIME FILL GAUGE

Provides real-time simulation of the customers
tank filling during the fueling process
*Patented Feature

HIGH RESOLUTION DISPLAYS
Available with 7" widescreen or 10.4" color
displays with customizable step-by-step
user instructions, unrestricted promotional
applications and user friendly soft keys

NOZZLE BOOT

All Bennett dispensers use metal nozzle boots
to ensure greater durability and long life. They
also include a brand specific nozzle holder to
secure hanging hardware.

*Bennett patents secured or pending
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BENNETT CNG SPECIFICATIONS
WITH X19 ELECTRONICS

STANDARD FEATURES

OPTIONAL FEATURES

Dimensions: 44.75"w (base) x 94.5"h x 20.5"d (base)

Payment Options: A variety of payment options are
available for the CNG dispenser depending on your needs.

Products: Up to 2 products

• EMV: 7" Widescreen or 10.4" display with soft keys,
Hybrid Chip EMV Card Reader, PCI Compliant EMV
ready EPP, high speed receipt printer

Hoses: Up to 2 dispensing hoses
Unit Type: S
 traight grade only
Hydraulics: Remote only

• Full-EMV: Full EMV payment with 7" or 10.4" display
(require dispenser hub board and in-store hub box)

Displays: L
 CD 6-digit 1.4" for sales
LCD 6-digit 1.1" for volume
LCD 4-digit ½" price per volume

•C
 REDIT-ALPHA: Alphanumeric integrated pay-atthe-pump system with 7" display for fleet and longhaul consumers

Voltage: 115/120/230/240 VAC 50/60 Hz, 560w

• NFC reader for contact-less payment, mobile
payment, loyalty and other near-field devices

Flow Rate: 100 kg/min
Protocol: Bennett open protocol

• Customer branded graphics provide valuable brand
recognition and loyalty

Hydraulics: 3/4" Stainless steel hydraulics
Controls and Voltage: Micro-Motion Coriolis Meter,
24VDC 11 watt solenoid valves, 3/4" vent line, ambient
temperature range of -40°C to +65°C

Other Options: Single or dual sided, 3000 or 3600 PSI
service pressure, single, dual or three bank inlets, internal
methane detector for non-purge cabinets, X-Purge blower
kit, pressure regulator, exterior mounted methane detector,
ball valves

Regulatory: NTEP Certificate of Conformance, PCI
compliance, NFPA 52, NFPA 496, CSA 12.5-M99, ANSI/
IAS NGVA 4.1-1999, MET labs type certification for use
with purged or non-purged electronics cabinets
Warranty: 12 months parts, labor and travel

DIMENSIONS
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